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When you want to
do the right thing,
we help you do
it the right way.
Audit and consultancy

D

Introduction

We are a not-for-profit organisation that exists to
create and promote best practice in occupational
health and safety and environmental management.
We have been a trusted, independent and authoritative source of
advice and support for the past 58 years. We work with our worldwide
network of corporate members to ensure that they comply with health
and safety legislation and model best practice.

Mike Robinson
Chief Executive

We have the expertise to guide you through the complexities of
managing workplace health and safety. The experience we have of
working with organisations of all sizes and within every sector helps
ensure that we can help you meet the challenges you face and keep
your workforce healthy and safe. Whether you’re a small start-up or
a global enterprise, our audit and consultancy services can help you
achieve your goals.
Poorly managed health and safety is estimated to cost over £4.1bn
across the globe every day. Organisations can’t afford to get it wrong.
Our audit and consultancy services provide valuable external validation,
assurance and advice. This service will help identify and recognise
your strengths whilst supporting your organisation through continual
improvements and to achieve and sustain the highest standards.
By working together we can strive to deliver the vision that no-one is
injured or made ill at work. Contact us today to find out more.

Mike Robinson
Chief Executive
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Why choose the
British Safety Council?

The service and advice was
constructive and helpful and
has helped us to raise and
improve our standards year
after year. I have found
British Safety Council
auditors to be friendly and
very easy to work with
James Richard Finch
H.I.S Environmental Co-ordinator
Liverpool Bulk Terminal

Internationally recognised, our audit and consultancy
services are the best way to ensure your safety
and environmental management systems are fit for
purpose and effectively implemented.
Use our experts to guide you through the latest changes in standards
and legislation. Our dedicated, experienced and highly competent
team of consultants work around the world and across all sectors.
We help identify where and how you can improve your safety and
environmental management systems and performance.
We assist in validating and improving policies, procedures
and protocols for effective management and provide clear
recommendations to continually improve your performance.
We can review and evaluate your performance against current best
practices and/or recognised standards such as BS OHSAS 18001.
We help you prioritise and plan your improvement programmes to
enhance performance over the short and long term.
As part of our own quality control processes, we ensure:
• Our audit and consultancy products are continuously developed
to meet customer needs, expectations and industry best practice.
• Consistently high standards of service are achieved through a robust
quality assurance process including auditor standardisation, training
and performance monitoring.
• Our consultants are experienced, competent and appropriately
qualified health, safety and environmental professionals, members
of relevant professional bodies and are qualified lead auditors.
• Our technical specialists serve on strategic committees for both
occupational health, safety and environmental standards.
• We have a unique internationally recognised best practice
audit system.
• Industry recognition from awards such as the prestigious
Sword or Globe of Honour.
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Our services

We have a range of audit and consultancy services available to support
you every step of the way to achieve your organisation’s goals.

Audit and consultancy services

Safety management
system services

Environmental management
system services

Culture change

Consultancy
For analysis of current status,
recommendations for improvement
and ongoing support.

Technical consultancy

General consultancy

Pre-audit

Audit
For a basic review of how effectively
management systems are being implemented.

Safety Systems Review
– sector specific

Environment Systems Review
– sector specific

For management systems to be
certificated to a recognised standard.

OHSAS 18001

ISO 14001

For an in-depth, comprehensive audit
benchmarked against current best
practice standards.

Five Star Occupational Health
and Safety Audit

Five Star Environmental Audit

Five Star Safety, Health and
Environmental Integrated Audit
For combined audits to gain accreditation
against a recognised standard and to
achieve best practice status.

Combined Audit:
• Safety management
• Environmental management
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Audit and consultancy journey

Your route to best practice will be different depending on where you
are starting from as a business. A typical journey is illustrated below:

Best practice
excellence

Certified Standards
Audits delivered by
British Safety Council
Certification Services

Sword
and Globe
of Honour
Awards
Five Star Occupational
Health and Safety Audit;
Five Star Environmental
Audit; Five Star Safety,
Health and Environmental
Integrated Audit
OHSAS 18001 and
ISO 14001: 2015

Gap analysis to
prepare for audit

Pre-audit, environmental and
occupational health and Safety

Basic review for
multiple sites

Safety and Environment Systems Review
sector specific

Audit and consultancy
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Consultancy

Developing policies and processes that safeguard
employees is now a challenging, but essential part
of any business strategy.
We have six decades of experience helping organisations develop
systems and arrangements that lead to excellent health, safety and
environmental management. You can access a wealth of knowledge
and best practice through our highly experienced and qualified health
safety and environmental practitioners.
Technical and general consultancy services
Our bespoke services are designed to meet your specific requirements
in discussion with you. We allocate a practitioner to match your unique
requirements so they can share technical or sector specific experience.
The consultancy can take the form of a single visit or ongoing support
to suit your needs.
Who is it for?
Any small, medium or large organisation looking for expert advice
and support to continuously improve their health, safety and
environmental management systems.
What we offer:
Our service is built around your needs but examples of some of the
services we offer include:
• New management system development
• Existing management system improvements
• Addressing specific issues e.g working at height, risk assessment,
training needs analysis.
Pre-audit advisory services
We provide consultancy to help you prepare for an audit which
provides analysis of the current status of your occupational health,
safety and environmental systems and arrangements.
The service is designed in discussion with you and can include
recommendations for improvements and ongoing support from
highly experienced and qualified advisors.
Who is it for?
Organisations preparing for certification or Five Star Audits or
organisations who want a gap analysis of their current status.
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Culture Change

A big factor within safety
culture is responsibility. We
tend to leave that out but you
need to get people to accept
their responsibility. Once
you get that acceptance
of responsibility, they will
accept leadership. Our
culture change programme
has enhanced that ten-fold.
People have bought into it.
They understand it, they
appreciate it and they respect
it. That is part of the overall
package that has led us from
where we were a few years
ago to where we are now
John Morgan
Health and safety director
Kier Group

Create a positive health and safety culture. Engage
your organisation and make your workplace safe. We
are passionate about enabling cultural and behavioural
change with a focus on employee engagement.
We work in partnership with Tribe, a global consultancy practice,
delivering health and safety culture change programmes. By changing
your culture and increasing staff engagement with your health
and safety procedures, you can make a measurable and positive
difference. Our culture change programme provides you with practical
tools to engage with workers at all levels.
Who is it for?
Any workplace that:
• Wants to develop safety behaviour and change culture
• Has already implemented health and safety policies and is looking
for the next step
• Is looking for a tool to engage people in health and safety issues
• Needs to build consistency in behavioural safety into the supply chain
• Challenges accepted health and safety shortcuts
• Wants to improve the perception of risk in the workforce.
Benefits
On average, our clients achieve a 30% reduction in accident rates
within the first year, rising to 80% over five years:
• Access our practical tools to change behaviours and culture
• Monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of your safety culture
• Achieve a more open and inclusive health and safety culture
• Sustain improvement in safety outcomes
• Build resilience to withstand changes in your workplace.
How does it work?
Our approach is tailored to your workplace and the delivery will be
targeted to meet your needs. The structure of the delivery will be
adapted to your circumstances. We will take the following approach:
• Help you to determine suitable and realistic goals to improve your
safety culture
• Assess the current safety culture within your organisation and use
that information to suggest the best approach for you to achieve
these goals
• Help you to achieve these goals by enabling your people to deliver
change through a mixture of workshops, tools and technology
• Support you as you learn from the improvements that have been
made, building and refreshing the programme as your safety
culture progresses.
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Systems Review

Need to know how effectively your organisation’s
health, safety and environmental arrangements
are being implemented? Use our review which is
suitable for single and multiple sites to benchmark
your systems. Available for safety and environmental
management systems.
Who is it for?
The review has been developed for the following sectors and we are
able to tailor it for more:
• Retail
• Manufacturing
• Healthcare

Our review proved very
useful as an independent
view of ‘where we were’
in terms of health and
safety. We particularly
liked the bespoke nature
of the review as we were
able to specify some areas.
Several improvements were
implemented as a direct
result
Matthew Stubblefield
Health and safety manager
Croudace Homes

• Construction
• Facilities management
• Education.
Benefits:
• Independent review of how effectively your systems are being
implemented at a selected site(s)
• Recommendations for improvement within a user-friendly report
including an action planning table
• Ongoing support to help you maximise business efficiencies from
your management systems
• Opportunity to benchmark effective management between sites
• Provides a base point for more in-depth auditing
• A cost-effective solution to maintaining health and safety standards
across the business.
How does it work?
Our auditors visit your site(s) that are to be included within the
scope and will carry out a review of your safety or environmental
management systems and associated arrangements against the
specification. We provide you with a specification which contains:
• An outline of each element of the review
• Details of a quantifiable scoring process
• The typical information required during the review
• Suggestion for personnel required during the review (interviewees).
The specification is discussed with your site management before
the review takes place.
After the review you will receive a summary report with
recommendations for improvement and details of how well your
systems and arrangements are being implemented.

Audit and consultancy
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OHSAS Safety Audit

BS OHSAS 18001:2007 is a universally recognised
standard used to assess the status of an organisation’s
occupational health and safety management system
against defined requirements.
Who is the audit for?
It is suited to workplaces looking to effectively manage the risk of
work-related accidents and ill health. It can confirm that occupational
health and safety systems and arrangements are designed to meet
a recognised standard criteria.

How long does certification last?
Upon successful completion of the audit
process and subsequent awarding of
certification, the organisation will be
required as a minimum, to undertake
annual surveillance audits for the
next three years. This is to ensure the
requirements of the standard are being
maintained and continually improved.
Awareness training
We can also provide OHSAS 18001
awareness training as part of your
preparation for the audit.

Benefits:
• Confirmation that your health and safety systems and arrangements
meet the standard
• An independent external review and assessment of your systems
by an experienced health and safety practitioner
• Ongoing opportunity to demonstrate continual improvement
within your organisation
• A recognised standard for supporting commercial tenders
and proposals.
How does it work?
Our auditors visit your site(s) that are to be included within the
scope of the certification. They will carry out a review of your safety
management systems and associated arrangements against the
requirements of the OHSAS 18001 standard. This will be undertaken
through a process of document review, interviews with key personnel
and inspection of your organisation’s premises. This process will include
sampling of operational activities to ensure effective implementation of
the health and safety management system.
The audit can be conducted in two stages (see below) or alternatively
in a “one off” initial compliance audit visit.
Stage one audit: This is primarily a document review of the safety
management system to ensure the requirements of the standard are
in place. Dependent upon the outcome of this stage, the auditor will
recommend and agree the schedule and date for the stage two audit.
Stage two audit: This will involve a review and close out of any
nonconformances identified within the stage one process, together
with a sampling of effective implementation of the systems in
accordance with the OHSAS 18001 standard. Following completion
of audits you will be provided with a written report which will detail
any areas of nonconformance and/or observations for improvement
of existing systems.
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ISO Environmental Audit

BS EN ISO 14001:2015 is the world’s most
recognised standard used to assess the status
of an organisation’s environmental management
system against defined requirements.
Who is the audit for?
The ISO 14001 standard can be applied to any business regardless
of size or complexity and has been designed to take a proactive
approach to managing environmental issues and improving
performance. Independent certification to the standard confirms
that the environmental management systems and arrangements
are designed to meet recognised criteria.
How long does certification last?
Upon successful completion of the audit
process and subsequent awarding of
certification, the organisation will be
required as a minimum, to undertake
annual surveillance audits for the
next three years. This is to ensure the
requirements of the standard are being
maintained and continually improved.
Awareness training
We can also provide ISO 14001
awareness training as part of your
preparation for the audit.

Benefits
• Improved management of environmental risk
• Reduces waste, energy, water and other raw material use
• Reduced emission and discharges
• Competitive edge in tender applications
• Engages stakeholders and can attract ethical investment
• Improve corporate responsibility and promote sustainability.
How does it work?
Our auditors visit your site(s) that are to be included within the scope
of the certification. They will carry out a review of your environmental
management systems and associated arrangements against the
requirements of the ISO 14001 standard. This will be undertaken
through a process of document review, interviews with key personnel
and inspection of your organisation’s operations and premises. This
audit process will include sampling of operational activities to ensure
effective implementation of the environmental management system.
The audit can be carried out in two stages (see below) or alternatively
in a “one off” initial compliance audit visit.
Stage one audit: This is primarily a document review of the
environmental management system to ensure the requirements of the
standard are in place. Dependent upon the outcome of this stage, the
auditor will recommend and agree the schedule and date for the stage
two audit.
Stage two audit: This will involve a review and completion of any
nonconformances identified within the stage one process, together
with a sampling of effective implementation of the systems in
accordance with the ISO 14001 standard.
Following completion of audits you will be provided with a written
report which will detail any areas of nonconformance and/or
observations for improvement of existing systems.
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Five Star Audits

Our unique Five Star Audits are comprehensive processes used
for verifying the efficiency, effectiveness and reliability of your
organisation’s occupational health, safety and environmental
management systems. Looking at much more than compliance
they recognise best practice and provide a framework for
continuous improvement.
Achieving a five star rating gives you the opportunity to apply
for the prestigious Sword or Globe of Honour award and be
recognised as the ‘best of the best’.
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Five Star Occupational
Health and Safety Audit

Our Five Star Occupational Health and Safety Audit
is utilised by organisations worldwide to benchmark
their safety management system(s) against current
best practice to enable continual improvement.
The audit specification model includes five best practice indicators
which are continually assessed throughout the audit process:
• Leadership
• Stakeholder engagement
• Risk management
• Organisational health and safety culture
Awards
Those organisations that achieve the
maximum five star grading are eligible
to apply for the Sword of Honour,
a prestigious award that recognises
the ‘best of the best’ in occupational
health and safety management from
around the world.

• Continual improvement.
There is also an emphasis on the organisation’s approach to
occupational health and wellbeing, safety culture, safety leadership
and participation, behavioural safety and how psychosocial issues are
identified and controlled.
Who is the audit for?
The audit is best suited to organisations that require a detailed and
objective evaluation of their occupational health and safety management
system(s) and associated arrangements. The audit measures
performance against key safety management indicators (leadership
and continual improvement), identifies areas of positive/negative practice
and provides a structured approach for continuous improvement.
Benefits
• Verification and independent recognition of the effectiveness of
your health and safety management system(s)
• A comprehensive audit report outlining the findings of the audit,
quantified outcomes, associated areas of improvement with
detailed recommendations
• Potential for improved safety performance, workforce morale
and wellbeing
• Potentially reduced rates of accidents, injuries, ill health, litigation
costs and improved productivity
• The exclusive certificate and logo can be used to demonstrate
your success
• Enhanced reputation and marketing opportunities.
How does it work?
Designed to provide a comprehensive, independent and quantified
evaluation of an organisation’s entire health and safety management
system and arrangements. The Five Star Audit identifies areas of strength
and weakness, providing an overall score and subsequent grading,
together with recommended further improvements wherever necessary.
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Five Star
Environmental Audit

The Five Star Environmental Audit aims to underpin
the environmental sustainability performance of
your business by examining your policies, processes
and practices and recommending improvements.
The audit goes beyond the requirements of traditional environmental
management systems such as ISO 14001. The audit will help you
demonstrate your environmental credentials to customers, supply
chain and other stakeholders, be more resource efficient and achieve
cost efficiencies.

Awards
Those organisations that achieve the
maximum five star grading are eligible
to apply for the Globe of Honour,
a prestigious award that recognises
the ‘best of the best’ in environmental
management from around the world.

Who is the audit for?
The audit can be undertaken by any organisation of any size whatever
stage of the environmental management journey they are on. For
organisations starting out on their journey of implementing environmental
management, the audit can be used as a road map for both short and
long term plans for environmental performance improvement.
For organisations with a long standing commitment to environmental
management, the audit provides a robust third party validation of your
organisation’s current policies, processes and practices. It includes
recommendations aligned with best practice that allow you to
continually improve.
Benefits
We will work in partnership with you to help you deliver environmental
performance improvement.
• Monitor current and changing environmental legislation
• Improve your performance through implementing environmental
best practices
• Improve your environmental management systems
• Improve resource efficiency
• Assess your current systems allowing you to action plan
to meet the revised ISO 14001:2015 standard
• Demonstrate your commitment to environmental and
sustainability issues
• Meet the needs of your stakeholders
• Demonstrate your commitment to customers, employees,
suppliers, shareholders and the local community
• The exclusive certificate and logo can be used to demonstrate
your success.
How does it work?
The audit process involves a systematic and objective assessment of
available data and information. During the audit the auditor will seek to
assure and verify your environmental performance through a process of
document review, interviews with relevant management and staff, and
observation of environmental activities on the ground. The final report
will identify any gaps and opportunities for improvement.
Audit and consultancy
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Five Star Safety, Health
and Environmental
Integrated Audit
Our Five Star Safety, Health and Environmental (SHE)
Audit provides an integrated audit delivery combining
all of the features and components of the Five Star
Occupational Health and Safety and Environmental
Audit into one product.
The audit goes beyond the requirements of established systems such
as OHSAS 18001 and ISO 14001 by benchmarking safety, health and
environmental management systems (and arrangements) against
current best practice techniques.

Awards
Those organisations that achieve the
maximum five star grading are eligible
to apply for the Sword of Honour and
Globe of Honour, prestigious awards
that recognise the ‘best of the best’
in occupational health, safety and
environmental management from
around the globe.

The audit will help you demonstrate the excellence of your system
to customers, supply chain and other stakeholders and be more
resource efficient.
Who is it for?
The audit is designed for those organisations who have developed
and implemented an integrated safety, health and environmental
management system.
The audit is best suited to organisations that require a detailed and
objective evaluation of their SHE system in one comprehensive
process. The audit measures performance against key performance
indicators (leadership and continual improvement), identifies areas
of positive/negative practice and provides a structured approach to
continuous improvement.
Benefits
• Verification and independent recognition of the effectiveness of your
integrated SHE management system(s) in one comprehensive audit
• A detailed audit report outlining the findings of the audit, quantified
outcomes, associated areas of improvement with detailed
recommendations
• Potential for improved performance, workforce morale and wellbeing
• Potentially reduced rates of accidents, injuries, ill health, litigation
costs and improved productivity
• The exclusive certificates and logos can be used to demonstrate
your success
• Enhanced reputation and marketing opportunities.
How does it work?
Designed to provide a comprehensive, independent and
quantified evaluation of an organisation’s entire health, safety and
environmental management systems and arrangements. The audit
identifies areas of strength and weakness, providing an overall
score and subsequent grading, together with recommended further
improvements where required.
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Combined Audits
Five Star Audits and OHSAS 18001
or ISO 14001

Our unique combined audit process is applied by
organisations worldwide to benchmark their safety or
environmental management system(s) against current
best practice and the OHSAS 18001 or ISO 14001
standard criteria.
Who is the audit for?
The combined audit is ideal for those organisations who are seeking a
detailed and objective evaluation of their occupational health safety or
environmental management system(s) and associated arrangements, whilst
also requiring certification to the OHSAS 18001 or ISO 14001 standard.
The combined audit approach measures performance against:
• Best practice
• OHSAS 18001 or ISO 14001 standard
• Key management indicators: leadership and continual improvement
and identifies areas of positive/negative practice subsequently
providing a structured approach toward continuous improvement.
Benefits
• Verification and independent recognition
• Certification to the OHSAS 18001 or ISO 14001 standard
• A comprehensive report detailing the findings, quantified outcomes,
associated areas for improvement and specific recommendations
• Details of any nonconformance areas against the OHSAS 18001
or ISO 14001 standard
• Potential for improved safety or environmental performance,
workforce morale/wellbeing and associated business benefits
• Can reduce auditing time (subject to nature and scale of organisation)
• Continual and ongoing support.
How does it work?
The combined audit process has been designed to provide a
comprehensive, independent and quantified evaluation of your
workplace’s entire health, safety and environmental management
system and arrangements (through the Five Star process), whilst also
evaluating systems against the OHSAS 18001 or ISO 14001 standard.
The Five Star Audit element of the combined process identifies areas of
strengths and weakness, provides an overall score and grading, together
with recommendations for improvement.
The combined audit report will explicitly document any nonconformance
areas against the standard and will also comment on opportunities for
improvement in relation to those areas covered within the audit.
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Awards

The five star award
presentation ceremony
allows organisations like
ours to recognise excellence
in health and safety
management whilst rewarding
colleagues. The British Safety
Council plays a pivotal role in
our health and safety longevity
Fred Friest
Group SHE Manager
IPL Ltd.

Highly regarded by those at the cutting edge of health,
safety and environmental management, our awards
recognise commitment to high standards and the
achievement of exemplary performance.
Our awards allow applicants to measure their achievements against
those of their peers internationally. As well as rewarding best practice,
our awards are a great way for you to publicise your company’s
achievements and enhance your reputation.
International Safety Awards
To win one of our annual International Safety Awards, applicants must
answer a series of questions about their health and safety management.
Applications are marked by independent adjudicators. For exceptional
applications, a distinction is awarded. Winners can use the exclusive
logo to mark their achievement and are invited to attend a gala dinner,
where they have the chance to celebrate their success.
Sword and Globe of Honour
The Sword and Globe of Honour awards are open to organisations
achieving a five star rating in our Five Star Occupational Health
and Safety or Environmental Audit and successfully complete, the
independently adjudicated application form. The awards recognise the
‘best of the best’ in health, safety and environmental management.
Winners are invited to enjoy a celebratory banquet experience, as well
as media coverage, use of the winners’ logo, trophy and certificate.
Award Presentation Ceremonies
Held twice yearly in London, our Award Presentation Ceremonies
celebrate the success of those individuals who have completed a
qualification and companies that have recently completed the following:
• OHSAS 18001 or ISO 14001
• Five Star Environmental Audit
• Five Star Occupational Health and Safety Audit
The ceremonies are an opportunity to reward your team’s
success and celebrate your achievements. The event includes a
drinks reception, followed by our presentation ceremony with a
photographer on hand to capture the occasion.
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A bit more about us

We are an international not-for-profit organisation
dedicated to making sure no-one is injured or made
ill at work. We do this through our products and
services by sharing information, supporting, advising,
educating and campaigning.
Policy and opinion
We are dedicated to making workplaces everywhere safe and healthy.
We represent the views of our members, organisations ranging in size
and covering all sectors. We couple our vision with their experience and
insight to inform decision makers, regulators and other stakeholders.

As a member of the British
Safety Council we are more
successful in responding to
tenders as potential clients
have confidence in our
ability and safety record
S. Lakshmanan
Managing Director
Tecton Engineering & Construction LLC
United Arab Emirates

We have influenced and shaped health and safety policy and law since
1957. By sharing our expertise and knowledge with opinion formers and
policy makers we’ve helped make workplaces safer. We continue to
look to the future, remaining focused on keeping young workers safe.
Find out more about what we stand for by reading our manifesto:
www.britsafe.org/manifesto
Membership
Becoming a member gives you access to best practice and helps
you manage your health, safety and environmental risks and meet
workplace regulations in a sensible and proportionate way. We help
you to reduce risks, make workplaces safer for everyone and improve
long-term business performance.
Find out more:
www.britsafe.org/membership
Training
Because our culture is firmly rooted in contemporary business practices,
our courses are delivered in ways that fit different requirements. Our
extensive portfolio of courses and qualifications reflects the British
Safety Council’s expertise, gained over the last six decades.
We offer flexible ways to learn, to suit your individual requirements,
such as training at your workplace, face to face, online and distance
learning. Our portfolio includes qualifications accredited by the British
Safety Council, City & Guilds, IEMA, IOSH and NEBOSH.
Find out more:
www.britsafe.org/training
Qualifications
We are a UK Government regulated (OfQual) awarding organisation and
have a full suite of health and safety qualifications in the Qualifications
and Credit Framework (QCF). Our portfolio of accredited qualifications
is available for you to deliver to your learners once you become an
Approved Centre.
Find out more:
www.britsafe.org/qualifications
Audit and consultancy
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Keep in touch

Stay up to date with the latest
news on health, safety and
environmental management:
• Attend our events, conferences
and exhibitions to network
and hear about the latest
industry best practices
• Sign up to receive regular
email updates on the latest
news and offers
• Subscribe to our monthly
magazine Safety
Management and read
thought provoking news,
features, profiles and opinions
• Join the conversation and
follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn
and Facebook.
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No-one should
be injured or
made ill at work.

British Safety Council
70 Chancellors Road
London W6 9RS
United Kingdom

T +44 (0)20 8741 1231
E ask@britsafe.org
www.britsafe.org
/britishsafetycouncil
@britsafe
/company/british-safety-council
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